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Robin Levien
Co-owner of London-based design company Studio Levien, Robin Levien
has been designing tableware (dinnerware, cutlery and glassware) for retail
and hospitality clients globally for more than 35 years. Clients have included
brands like Rosenthal, PT Sango, John Lewis and Costa Verde, as well as chefs
including Jason Atherton and Raymond Blanc. www.studiolevien.com
What’s your history in HoReCa
tableware design?
While at Queensberry Hunt,
many years ago, I designed
Thomas Trend for retail, and
it was such a huge hit that
Thomas took it into HoReCa.
I designed Beachcomber
for Australian Fine China – it
features organic shapes and
was produced by RAK, and is
still used today. For Porland, I
designed Perspective, and for
Vista Alegre, the Luna Collection,
and both are still top-selling
hospitality lines. For the last 15
years, I’ve worked with Costa
Verde, designing tableware
for HoReCa, including latest
design, Nordika, which recently
expanded into black and grey.
And what projects are you
currently working on?
I’ve been working with fine
porcelain OEM manufacturer
Patra, helping them to develop
their own brand and designing
two hospitality ranges, including
Topia, which features a relief
inspired by aerial views of
rice fields, and includes multipurpose platters and various
dramatic talking pieces.
Following our design of Ora
for Sango Hospitality last year,
we’re now working with them
on Ora Entertaining (fish-shaped
ceramic canape dishes, wooden
platforms) and on Bakeware.
And, we’re working with Bonna
on an Asian Cuisine Collection.

Are you seeing increased
demand in this sector?
Yes. The High Street is struggling
and consumers are spending
less on homewares and more on
dining out. Dining out today is an
experience and tabletop is part
of the wow factor that hotels and
restaurants want to create.
It’s about providing excitement
and interest and delivering
something consumers wouldn’t
see/use at home. Food has taken
over from fashion, with people
interested in photographing food.
And how do tableware demands
for HoReCa differ from retail?
Tableware for HoReCa has to be
highly durable and functional, able
to be easily stacked and stored.
Versatility and multifunctionality are key; pieces need
to be used for different occasions
and dishes, so every item must
work hard. Fast delivery in low
volumes is also important as chefs
often leave it to the last minute.
There’s a particular demand
today for high levels of creativity
with demand for designs that are
unique, statement-making, and
that deliver the wow factor.
They want core pieces, but they
also want dramatic and statement
pieces that differentiate them.
At the top end, they want
ceramics made by hand by potters
– something unique, handmade,
organic and with provenance. Lower
down, we’re seeing the trend for the
handmade look in stoneware.

What are the main Topia, Patra
challenges in
designing for
HoReCa?
This demand for
creativity and
differentiation
is demanding
for designers
as sometimes
when you
push creativity,
functionality
can suffer. It’s
finding the balance
between the two –
my motto is don’t be
too clever, keep it simple.
You also have to identify the
dining trends and tap into these,
like sharing, community dining,
yet still ensure pieces are timeless
and not a fad, as it typically takes a
year to create a full tableware line.
And the opportunities?
The creativity, and the chance to
reinvent the way people eat and
offer different solutions for global
foods, like Asian, and for different
trends, like sharing. It’s great
to work closely with chefs; for
example, we designed a collection
with Raymond Blanc for retailer
John Lewis, which he also uses
at his Oxfordshire restaurant Le
Manoir. We came up with a clever
product in which to serve olives,
including disposing of the stones
– it’s both fun and functional.
You also get to inspire chefs;
your tableware becomes a stage

for their creative dishes and I love
seeing how a chef responds to
my designs. And, with commercial
dishwashers now bigger, we get
to design and create larger sized
plates, bigger than 27cm.
Finally, what trends are you
seeing in HoReCa right now?
Dining is becoming ever-more
casual, even Michelin-starred
restaurants, with stoneware
reigning. There continues to be a
focus on shared and community
dining and sustainability is also
important with provenance and
localisation key. There’s a trend
for more theatrical tableware,
both because dining out is an
experience today, and due to the
rise of Instagram.
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